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THERE is 1101a111113' a1110110 a11 American fossil t111'tles Which,
following the discovery 01 its initial t311e, has so steadi13i
31'e1ded new 1'01111s and additions to 0111'k110W1e11ge 01' the
s,"t1uet111e and 1118101V 01' 111a1i11e t111t1es as the P1otosteg1dee
T111e e11011011, 110 1'111't11e1 membexs 01 the family were noted
and few Q11ec1111e11swe1e 0011eete11101 twe11t3 3ea1's after Cope's
01'io'i11a1 discovery 01' P2'02‘092‘221J11 921/118; but then came the
addition 01' the 1e1ated genus 141'0/16Z022 110111 the Pie1'1e Cre-
taceous i11 1895,811108 Which time sea10e13' a year has passed
Without 3'ie111i11g' new data 1.0 the structure, extent and signifi-
cance of the P1010stecrid'1e
Indeed even before the discovery 1:11 AmIzelmt the attention

01' the h1illia11t and incisive Bam' had been t11111e11 t0 132°02‘08-
161/11,' and since then Hay, Caee,Wi11ist011 and \Vieland have
all contributed'111 t11111 t0 the literature 01' the P10t05te0'1dee—
While in E111'0pe D0110 has published papers 01' the greatest
supplemental interest dealing With the origin of marineturtles.

1'1'11111e1'11101'e the collection 01' the splendid 00t3pee 01 PTO-
toszfega g2J118 showinO' the 00111111ete 111111) st111et111'ee, now in the
CarneOie Museum 01' Pittsbur0' 211111 more recently the 111011111-
i11g 101 exhibition of the huoe type 01 A2'0/2el022 280/22/2'08 in
the Ya1e Muse11111,11ave contributed 11111011 toward the'meleas-
i11g13 accurate picture 01 the P1'1:1t0stegi111e. With the descrip-
tion 01' new species, meanwhile, and the appearance of the
great volume 01 Hay—easily the foremost contribution to the
literature 01' the Testudinata yet made—it is already evident
that the Protostegidae include a series 01 forms 01 the greatest
structural interest, and that further additions to the family are
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certain to be made. Moreover, to all these newer facts and
Viewpoints we are enabled to add the description of a new
species, calling for analysis of the group.
To these forewords t0_the present reVision I Wish to add

praise for the painstaking labor bestowed upon the mounting
of 447407265077, by the Yale Museum preparator Mr. Hugh
Gibb. Likewise we are indebted to the rare skill of the well
known scientific illustrator and artist Mr. R. \Veber for the
illustrations following. .

CHELONIOIDEA Baul'.

SUPERFAMILY OF THE CRYPTODIRA.

A parieto-squamosal arch ; palatine foramen and free nasals
sometimes present (Desmatochelyicl2e); fourth cervical eyrtean,
With the centra 0f the sixth to eighth less modified inCreta-
ceous than in recent forms.
The five great marine families, namely, the Cheloniidee,

Protostegidae, Desmatoehelyidse, Tuxeehelyidee, and Dermo-
chelyidze, all doubtless independently acquired their equipment
for life in the sea.”

Family Protostegz'dce Cope,

Turtles with highly specialized thalassic humeri, but With
three or more claws. A leathery hide and osteoclermal arma-
ture evidently present. Carapace usually greatly reduced in
later forms, the disk investing less than 011e-half the rib lengths.
Plastrou not markedly reduced. Peripherals serrate to
strongly digitate on their interior borders; iutra-peripheral
dermogene ossicles SOIIIBtlIDBS present (known in ATC/MZOR
only). Plastron very large, daetylosternal, With prominent
fentanelles; epiplastra small, 011t—t111'ned, separate, and Wholly
supported by the very large T-shaped entoplastron; hyo— and
hypoplastra moderately (ligitate (Protostega advena) to strongly
digitate (Aralzelon); Xiphiplastra short and bowed. Pelvis
With obtm'ator foramil‘la enclosed by complete ischio—puhie
border. Coraeeid extending all the way back to the pre-pubis
except possibly in .10. 001967;. Skull large; temporal region
broadly roofed over; (leseeuclil’lg processes of parietals; ant-
Ol'bital projection marked; quad1'at<‘)-squamosal vertex much
depressed ; narial aperture more 01' less upturned ; ehoanze far
forward, opening free behind vomer.

Genus PROTOSTEGA Cope, 1872.‘

Premaxillary beak less developed than in A'rc/zelon ; maxilla
With rather broad grinding surface, Which extends backward
to behind front of orbit. Lower jaw With rami early coessi-
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fied. Neuralia normal so far as yet seen, and without median
pits 01' grooves. Radial process of lunnerus large and pl'OJeCt-
111g.

Species of Protostega.

A. Niobrara Cretaceous :—
1. A medium-sized to large turtle, with a thin cara-

pace investing one-third the rib lengths, and
interior borders of marginals splitting into
medium-sized digitations. P. gigas.

2. A small turtle, with more than half the rib
lengths expanded and With less reduced plas-
tron than the preceding ; the hyo- but not the
hypoplastra meeting on the median line;
xiphiplastrals only slightly bowed ; marginalia
heavy and without digitation of interior
borders. P. advena.

3. A medium-sized turtle, With a comparatively
thick carapace investing the proximal half of
the ribs; plastral form nearly as in P. gigas
but with more numerous digitations and smaller
fentanels ;’ marginal borders serrate rather than
smooth ; limb bones relatively short and small.
This form has the heaviest shell of any Pro-
tostegid. The carapace is little more, and the
plastl'on less reduced than in the Cheloniid‘ee. P. Copez'.

4. A large turtle, with Xiphiplastra nearly joined
on the median line and epiplastral pittings 0n
outer anterior projection of hyoplastra. P. potens.

B. Pierre Cretaceous :—
5. An immense turtle, With neuralia like P. Copei,

but humerus Without a markedly strong radial
process; n'largil'lalia strongly digitate 0n inte-
rior borders. P. (Archelon) Jlfarshii.

Genus ARCHELON VVieland, 1896.6

Premaxillary beak greatly developed and strongly deeurved;
crushing surface of upper jaw set far forward and limited to
vomero-maxillar region; lower jaw With rami not eob‘ssified
until old age. Neuralia greatly reduced, to partly absent
anteriorly, and replaced by epineuralia With a deep median
suleus nearly continuous t0 the eigl'lth true [underlying]
neural; tenth rib relatively large, free, and extending out to
marginalia. Radial process of humerus weak.
ch/zelon isc/zyros from the uppermost Pierre Cretaceous of

the valley of the South Fork of the Cheyenne River is the
Only species.
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Plrotoslcga (’(lei Sp. 110V. (Figures [—4).

A new species, which may he, :ippi'opl‘iatoh' named for the
iiillel‘iUllS dismwrci‘ wt the. PJ‘t'H‘HHh‘ghiH‘, is indicated hV the
must complete and ht-st (:(HISCI'VL‘ti specimen i'eferahic in its
family, thus far H1)t}till€(i. This splendid fnSsii is from the
Niohrzu’a, chalk mt the Ila’wkhoi'i'y (‘mek Vallcv, Grove cunntv
Kansas. and was found in tho snumwr of 1mm; hv the veto ‘ziii
Coliovtur and explorer. Mr. (“harks VII. Stel'nhoi'g:

FM. 1.

 

 

  
 

FIGURE 'l.—Pi-nluslwgu (,‘apwi. Photograph nt’ 51-11111 and lower jaw of type
as mounted in Hm Yale University Museum by bringing tugethel‘ the disso—
ciated and for thegreatei‘ part hut little L‘l'llh‘th cranial elements. One—
t'ourth the natural size.

()nly minor portions of certain boundaries had tn 1w 1-9;<t0red. A little
atientiinn will at: mm reveal the limiting suturws 0f the pi'eniaxillzu'y, max—
illary, Frontal, pus routul, puriwtuL jugul, pust-frnntul and squumosal.
Only the boundaries of the qumh-nto-jngul are generalized. The pi'euinx—
ilim‘y is a little crushed to the left, und thu must striking feature is the
low—set position 01' the squammsn]. which is but little it' at 1111 exaggvi'ated.
Cf. figure 6.

  

Not (miy is the present, type, Ullt‘ of the nms‘t complete, of
fossil turtles. hut more than tiny ”they known specimen of
Pivfiosz‘aqa, it permits exnvt conipnrismi with Al/w’wZO/I, heiiig
for the most part free from tho (-l'nshing which #0 often
obscures the characters of the otherwise iine umtci'ial from the
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Kansas chalk.C)11'i11g to this freedom from crushing, it has
been possible to restore with approxhnate aecnraeV the outline
of the skull, carapace, and plastron, although all the elements
of the entire skeleton were dissociated during erosion from
their 11'1at1'ix, those recovered being as follows:

Skull, with lower jaw,——11ear1y complete, one squamosal and
certain minor portions 0111.17 1‘11issi11g.

02220112206: Nuehal; first t0f0111'th 11e11ra1ia; pygal; fairly
complete series of ribs;fi1'st and second marginalia of both
sides, with third and 10111th 11f 1'i0ht side.

1’Z2282‘2'022. Alae 0f the e11t0pl11str011; 1110111astr011 of right
side; hypoplastra and xiphiplastra complete.

8/20'22l2‘le2' 92721210: Both humeri 111111 the procoraco-scapula1's,
with (30'11coid (1t rio'ht side 011117.

Pelvis.' 011117 the riOht ischimn 111issi11g.
The chief parts lackino, t11e1ef111e, arethe radius and ulna,

the fe11101'11, and the bonesof the hands and feet.
The dissociated elements of the (31'1111i11111, as brought together

and mounted With the lower jaw afford the 111(18t satisfactory
representation of a I’rotosteoan skull thustfar see11.In fact,
the result displayed by photographic figure 1 must be of
nearly the true form, since in addition to the presence of the
lower jaw and nearlv all the exterior elements, the main
outline1s further confirmed 11v the pactically (30111plete pala-
tines, ptervouids, and quach'ates. Only in the interior of the
skull are clear characters lacking; for i11st1111ee,the descendino
process of the parietals, noted by Dr. Hay in Protosz‘egw
(2112192222, cannot be observed.

In the 111ai11,the present tine cranium merely se1ves to
corroborate the characters of the Protosteoan sl111ll,as aheady
determined, 111111 to bri110' out more clearlv the majordifferences
from Ai'c/telon. Thus, the strongly deeurved beak and the
upturned mares of the latter genus are absent, the outlines
bei110' more like those of other sea-turties, With the orbits fair];
wellforward. The 10112-set sq11a1110sa], Which certainly sent up
a process along; the posterior border to meet the parietal, how-
ever, is 11 family characte1istic. The general outline reminds
one not a little of the skull (1f 0011902220198 1162221922 Ga1'111a11.
Interiorlv, there'1.9110 9,'reat (3011e1il1epalata1 projection of the
V0111e1', as seen in [12'0/20Z022.

\Vhile the preSent species is heere defined as 11ew,there is 110
Very marked character not possessedl1V [’2'02082502/22 J2g22.,5' spe-
cific differences beino mainly exhibited by the smaller limbs
and the heavier carapace 1111d11ast1011 now to be described.

0222121214206.—Ilitherte it has not been possible to O'ain a
satisfactcyny picture of the shell of any species of P2'02‘05'262/(2.
Al] the specimens 1111011'11 have either i‘dChCd 11 large part of the
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neuro—plcura] series, 01' they have been so hadly crushed as to
render the gene 'zil form and structure 111011? 01- hws donhtful.
as in the case of the (,‘m’negie Museum specimen that yielded
such clem- testimony to all the ('hai'avtei's of liml) organization ;
and even in the present instance the evidence is not so convinc—

Flt}. ‘3.

 
FIGURE 2,—f’1'1/luslt’g/u (,‘rqwi, i, T natm'u] sizv. Call'almm: of tho typv :15

mounted in the Yale Univm‘sity Musemii, from little crushed but dissociated

elements lacking those portions marked by an (>< ) 01' else given in dotted
outline. The portions actually present thus inalude a fine nuchal (with E1
nether process), the four first neuruls and pygal with the three first margin—
als perfect, together with eight pairs of phuu‘alia. The disk is then correctly
indicated; hut concerning; douth 21s to the existence of :1 large ninth pair
of ribs in contact with the marginais consult the text.

'ing and complete as in Am/Leion, where the series of ribs is not
01in entire, hut articulated. Nevertheless, mving‘ to absence
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from crushing, splendid conservation of all surface features, and
the presence of a nearly complete series of ribs, with the
nnehal. the anterior nenrals. and important marginals (301n-
pleting‘ all the frontal border, the present carapace must be
regarded as a magnificent specimen. In fact, the only
strnetural point in the restoration here given, which awaits
confii'n'iation or dispi'o «“211 by future discovery, is the degree
of development exhibited by the tenth pair of ribs. They are
represented free, as in Arc/wlon in figure 2, and such ribs
extending out to meet the final marginal are regarded as a prob-
able family distinction. It may be, however, that placing
the proximal portion of the right fifth pleural as assigned and
then restoring a sixth and a seventh pleural on the left side are
not warranted. In such a contingency two snppositions are,
therefore, open, as follows: (a) The pair of ribs shown as the
tenth may be really the ninth, and the true tenth pair of ribs
may not be present, perhaps being only slightly smaller than
those shown in the restoration, but passing out to meet the
marginals. Such being the ease, the only error made is in
placing the plenralia, from the fifth pair of ribs on, one number
too far back; (7)) An unrecovered tenth pair of ribs may be
reduced, as in the Cheloniidae, and may not have passed out to
the final marginal. In this case, the post-fifth plenralia would
not only be one number too far back, but the carapace would
be as here represented several centimeters too long. If either
error has been made, the former seems by far the more
probable. 7 .
The neuralia are heavier than in Protostega gigas, and

form a strong unbroken mid—ridge of normal Testndinate form
in sharp distinction to the epinenral grooving and anomalous
structure of Arc/Lelon. Though it is to be noted that on the
first neural, the second and third, evidently on the fourth and
fifth, and probably on the missing eighth and ninth, there is
a strong aeoentnation of the mid-ridge, suggesting the appear-
ance seen in Tomocizelys Emmi. In the latter form, however,
this feature is due to (lisenete epineui'al ossieles, While in Pro-
zfosteg/a 00pm: there is no evidence of osteoclermal elements.
Nor are there any hornshield groovings; on the contrary, the
evidence is always to the effect that the Protostegidee were
enveloped in a leathery hide. '

Fortunately, the nuchal is sufficiently complete to show the
entire outline as a heavy normal element much as in Osteo—
pg/gis, except that a prominent nether process is present. The
first marginals, Which are rather short and flat elements, are
quite complete, as is also the rather long second marginal
of the left side, With the distal half of that of the right side.
On the latter may be traced With precision, one after the other,
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the articular digitations and grooves corresponding to those of
the next member of the marginal series, namely, the third,
Which is also complete and is followed by a fourth in equally
good preservation. I am thus explicit, because it is important
to note that all the anterior border of the carapace is indicated
With certainty, and shews the presence of a peculiar upturning
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FIGURE 3.——P~rotostega Oapei. Plastron ofwthe type x 1/7 nearly. The
hypo-xiphilastrm are especially well conserved, and the left hyoplastron in
fair condition. The right hyoplastron and portions of the T—shaped epiplas-
tron are not present; and as indicated in the figure, the ends of most of
the digitations of all the elements are missing. Nevertheless the plastral
form is quite accurately indicated in its entirety by the original specimen
as here outlined.

0f the portion of the carapacial edge formed by the junction of
the third and fourth marginals. Evidence is here furnished
that the strong anterior and much upturned prolongation of
the third marginal 0f AM/zelon was {LII articulating portion
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rather than a spine; and use has been made of this fact,
although it might have l'enmine(l in doubt but for the exact
testimony of the present fine Specimen. The interior borders
of these marginals, however, do not have the strong" (ligitation
seen in Arc/mlon, being only slightly serrated.

FIG. 4-.

 
FIGURE 4.—Pl’01‘0sh’gu (V’upeil Shoulder girdle with hnmeri anLl the

pelvis of the type x 1/7. The only portions restored are the left eorucoid
and the right ischinm. These elements belong to the very mule individual
as the skull. carapace and plastron shown in figures 1—3 [It is likely that
consonant With the heavy carapace the limbs were shorter than in P. yz'g/us,
and that the curaeoids did not actually come into contact With the ecto-
pubis.j

I’i’olostcga Cnpei was not so nrhicnlar {L form as Archie};
iSC/zg/ms, and its plastron was relatively 1n nch shorter. As to
the elements other than those now described, it appears neces-
sary only to state that the accompanying illustrations snfli—
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eiently exhibit not merely their characters, but their chief
dimensmns. Certain measm'ements, however, are appended, as
follows: '

Length of cranium from snout t0 condyle (accurate) __ 2430cm
Greatest width of cranium across the condyles (close) _- 20'0
Length of lower jaw (01] median line) .............. 15-0
Length of carapace (estimated) _____________________ SO'i
Greatest length of plastrou - -_- _ - -_ - _ -- t- - - ~ _ -_ - _ -_ 636 :I:
Greatest width of plasti‘on ......................... 660

Greatest thickness of plastral elements measured through
their centers of OSSIfieationz
Entoplastron _________________________________ 15'1““
HyoPIastr'on .;-.__-___ _,_- ---. -- ---__-__ -----_ 23'
I~I3vl)oli)1ast1'01'1 . -_- ___.. .__- _--- - -_- ___- -_-- ---- 20'
Xipifiplastron _________________________________ 13 '

FIG. 5.
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FIGURE 5,—Pmtostega (Archelon) Marshiz'. Right third marginal Xi. Dorsal

view to the left, and ventral View Showing large pit for the second rib t0 the
right. [Dactylations should be represented as distinctly acuminate, but not
much longer.] Observe, that as proven in Protostega Copez', articulation With
the second marginal was formed by the long upward and forward projection,
resulting in abrupt change in direction of the marginal line at the humeral
notch, as revealed further by the figures of the entire skeleton.

Protostega (Archdmz) .Mars/ez'i ‘Vieland" (Figure 5).

In this Journal for April, 1900, I gave a brief description of
a new species of Archelon, which was based on the portion of
a skeleton coileeted by me in 1898, 011 the left bank of the
Cheyenne River. Until further material is found, as will with
certainty transpirathe fragn'lentary condition of the present
remains Will Scareely justify much work upon them by a pre-
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parator; nevertheless, the species represents an i111p111'ta11t
fossil t3 pe.
A 1eéxa1ninati1111 of the specimen c1111fi1’111s the characters

given namely, 21. 1e1ative13' sh111t humerus and great thickness

01 the 111ast1'011,t11e latter being half as thick aoain as that 111
A7°C716707L As it is 11101111111e that the presentt111't1e was not
quite as 1211‘ge as A. ’781713/2‘05’ type (‘
however, it may he that its plastmn was 111011111t1011a113 twiee
as thick as that of the latter species.
A fine third marginal 111 the right side shown in figure 5 is

a1s11 present, and with it a1e a1tie111ated the heels of the more
fraomenta13 fonlth and fifth marginals. These e1e111e11ts a1e
01' 11111011 the same 1111111 as in A. “2111‘071'3/7’08, type, and although
1'e1ativelyheavie1' than in that species 110 not show the gjreeat
disparity in “eight noted in the plastron. More obvious differ—
ences of taX11110111icbea1ino,however,a1'e exhibited 113 a fram-
111enta1'y,tho11011 otherwise finely eonserved 11e111a1 from near
the middle Of the neural se11es This lacks the OIOOVG so
highly chaiaeteristie 11f Amhelon, and has a strono and continu-
ous median 11dg'e piecisely like that111 Profosz‘ega (1031623. It
therefore becomes necessary to transter the piesent species
from the genus A7°0716707Z t0 1121010816911, where it holds a posi-
tion of importance, as exhibiting not 011131 the continuation of
the latter genus 110111 the Niohrara into the Fort Pierre, with
111a111e11 increase in size,h11t, as 1211 as we k11013',1ep1'esents the
c10sest structural approach 111 th1e genus 1’rotoste/(1 t0 Ai'0726Z072,
thus far observe11

                 

T716 flfozmted 63/336 of Arclwlon 2'30713/2'03 (with Figures 6—12, and

Plates II—IV).

All the material thus far 1'e1'e11'e1‘1 t0 the genus A2°07167022 has
been discovered and collected h3 1113self during the past 101111-
teen 3ea1's. The 01'igi11a1 type 01 117'071670721 2,8072bZ/7’08 was 111111111
in the brakes 111' the south 111111 01 the Cheyenne River, about
five miles 11est 01 the mouth 01 Rapid Creek, Custer 1301111t3,
South Dakota, in A11g11st,18$95. Though a 1'e111a1‘kab13 130111-
111ete fossil, it lacked the s111111,whieh,however,was supplied
11V an exee11ent younger specimen with a fine cranium and the
lower jaw in place,0htaine1l111 1897. Thisis here she“11 113
the photogiaphic 11rawi11g,fig111e 6.111 1898, the related t3pe
P20toslega (Ambelon) 1116121972212} was procured 110111 the same
horizon as the specimens of .17'07167072, but 011 the east bank of
the Che3*en11e,in the Pine Ridge Indian reservation. Later
sti11,in 1902, a laroe indivichua] 111 A. 23072y2°08, 11e111131 identical
in size with the original t3 pe, was collected at a point. sexei‘al
miles farther south? 011 the west hank 01 the Cheyenne. This
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specimen has been of considerable value in showing the more
important carpals'111 natural position, and'111 Yieldingadditional
finger bones and the e11i111astr0n. A we11—conserved lower121111
with fully coossified raini accompanies it. Like the ty 11e, it
was completely i111bed11e1‘1'111 one 111' the lenticular masses Of
marl 0r clayey limestone common in the Pierre, but as this
was much checked 11,11 cleavage planes there has been consider
able shifting of parts. Thes11eci1nen,whi1e g0011,is not com-
parable to the 01'i0'i11a1 t1111. which,bar1'inothe lack Of the'
s111111(11estr0ved by eresion) is 1.1ne 0f the finest of 2111 oreat
fossil vertebrates. It was but 1itt1e cr11she11,a11d neaily all
the parts present were in their 11111111211 position.

In addition to the examples mentioned, 1'210111e11tary portions
of other specimens were obtained at different times all per-
taining t0 the 111111er1110st one hundred feet of the Pierie, and
all from within an area 01' about ei0ht square 111i1es.The best
skeletal conservation was 111111111 in the bluish claVs Of the
11111.1erthirty feet of the Pierre, as coveied by the Olioccene
011e1'1a11'111 the Cheyenne River 111110.11; but most 1111f01t111121te11
a b1'10a11()1ig0ce1‘1e river, the ciearly 11'1211'1101’111ed 111' which I
definitely located west 01' the Cheyenne, scooped out Of these
Pierre strata exactly the portion that must once have con-
tained the 11'10st 1.111111e1'11us and the best turtles, as indicated
by frequency Of occurrence as well as fine conservation 011 both
banks 111' the 11111 Olinocene V1011]11y.
The various specimens of 117’011610721 have been made the sub-

ject 01 five contributions 1.11 this 111111'11a1. "" F ‘1 ’° “. These par-
tial 11es01i11ti11ns have been 1e11e21te11 in a s11111111a1'ize11 abstract,
with certain additional interpretations and Views, in Dr. Havs
great volume 011 the “1‘08511Tlll‘t108 of North A111e1ica.” “
It does not therefore seem necessary again to repeat the
11re1i111i11a1'y descriptions, except in so far as needed to call
attention to inaccuracies disclosed by the final 111111111ti110' 0f the
type specimen, together with theg2reat additions to 0111'knowl-
edge of Protostcga made during the past half dozen Vea1s.
It is the present purpose to give in concise form the features
Of this oreatest of marine t111'tles disclosed by new discoveries
and by 11101111ti11o which always she1‘1s1'1e111light0n the char-
acters Of a fossil vertebrate; and especially to 0i11e the facts of
classificatorv V21111e,t00'ether with a discussion of relationships.

’1716 187131171 (home 11)—It'is to be I1011ed that a second s1:1111
may be recoveie11.Thns1ar 011ththe type skull and one addi-
tional 10we1' jaw have been f1111n11;hence,it is not possible to
211111 to the earlier 1:1escri11ti11ns1exCept in whollV minor points
of i11te1'111etati011.1\:[11re11ver, abst'acts 111" these descriptions
With fi0111'es are 0111611 in a11111i1'a111e form in Hays work previ-
onslv cited, a work which everV stn1elnt of the Testudinata must
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find indispensnhle. 1t 111351, howm'el', he stated that 111 the res—
toration. l’lateIV, the skull 1111(h'111hte111y shows the exact
11101101111115 ot the, 91111214weipitnl, thi> heing n11 iIIIIH'OVE-

111e11t 11PM“ the earlier figures.

Z7112 Iveriwbra/ C'r/[////2/’/.—Tht.‘ Faet that, the vertehml (31 111111111
01“ JM/m/m/ is so nearly complete $1111! 1111e1'11shed, with nearly
all the e1e111e11ts i1] undisturhed natural position. gives to the
restoration high value. ()111)’ the four preximal (‘eth’aIs 511111

a few of the snmhel' «2111411115 't'1'u111 near the, tip of the mil 2'11'e
11118511151, while :f1'11111 the eighth eel'vienl t0 the fifth 021111121],

Fm ti.

 

 

   
FIHE'RE (h—All'f'hp/IHI 1'sw]:]/1'n.~‘. Skull 111’ mtvpe shown 11h<1ut 18 natural

size. The bounding sutures of :111 the exterior elements may readily he
distinguished. [The l‘t‘stul‘ed S11])1‘217(Ju('ipitulC1'L‘St,])e1'haps. is shown 10.)
sleude1‘,] The low set 51111111110581 is, 11111‘011111511‘is011 with P. ('11111’1'3111'1 P. gl‘yns.
seen to be a family character of the Pmtnstegidze.

inclusive, {111 the \‘e1‘tehrH me emulflete :111d 111 natural contact.
1’111'the13i11 the huge speehnen mHeeted 111 19112, the fourth
cervical is present £11141 0f the 11111-11131 «11‘ (;'\'1'te;111 't‘01'111 (1111111111111
t0 2111111211‘111e 'l‘estmhnutn.

1,11 ,41/1(*/4(»/()11,t11e eervienls succeeding the fourth are, eushu—
eyl'teau, with the i11‘te1'i111' sides Hf the. eentm heavily double—
keeled. The valley between the heels is broad and Shallow.
1\eithe1' 111 form 1101' size is there 111111511 variation 111 the distal
cervical eentm. Aside 1"1'11111 strength and great size, the dorm-
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sa01'a1 series presents 110 11111111011 pe01111a1itv, 1V11i1e the caudal

series is rather s1101't.The arches 0f the 111st eiOht to ten

caudals a1'ef1'ee,b11t those 0ft11e1'e111ai11de1'0f the:3series ale
st1'0110'1y fused to their 0e11t1'a.1t is not likely that the tail
could have been so freely moved as 1111011t be implied from the
over strong curve 111 the restoration.

FIG. 7.
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FIGURE 7,—Archelon ischyros, x 1/36. Dorsal View of original type.
It is not necessary to give in detail the exact outline of the restored portions.
The skull is outlined from a cotype. and the right hind flipper shown in
the 1101111al outline was not plesent beyond the 1110111111211 half of the tibia
and fibula having, as explained in the text been bitten away in the ea11y
life of the tultle
Note 011 the 111ic1—line following the 1111011211 seven larger plates followed by

f0111's111a11e1'011es and then the pygal. All these eleven plates intervening
between the 1111011111 and the pygal are adjudged to be epineurals seated on
the greatly reduced neural series which did not, as in all other turtles except
Dermochelys, normally come into view at all.
Observe the nine pairs of fully developed ribs, 01' Which the first large pair

is the second, the small first pair not coming into view. Infra- and supra-
peripherals not indicated;

T/ze 0ampcwe.——The nearly 011110111211 form of the carapace
is a striking feature. The 7‘2/110/zal is very large and very thin,
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especiallv111 the lateral portion, indeed so thin as to suggest
the necessity for st1enot11e111110' 11v overlapping (1e1'111a1 ossifica-
tions. The ante1ior edgeis strongly concave, beino sharp, not
rounded, in the middle region. The nether or cervioo-neural
articular process is prominent; it takes the form of a heavy
trapezoidal 1'ic10'e longest in front, with a keel-like buttress
radiatino from a11 four corners.

1716 mechal elements of A7'c/1eZ071 are anomalous and require
discussion as we1l as description. At first sight one Would
certainly say that there is a series of seven larger 11e11ra1s fol-
lowing the broad thin n11eha1, with four 11111011 smaller neurals
preceding a sino'le pygal element and making eleven 11e111'a1s
in a11. On closer inspection, however, it is found that despite
the iaot that the neural region of 1"0108151'J01 is of simple and
normal structure there1s in117'0/1elo71 a more compiex arrange.-
111e11t of parts than111 any turtle thus far discoveied—a condi—
tion moreover that has a more distinct beai111;: 011 the 111ea11ing
of the Dermoohelan anatomy than any other thus far observed
in fossil turtles.

In my origina1 description I stated that “ The medial plates
unite very imperfectly by means of loosely doubled interlock-
ing sutures and overlapping digitations grading into frequent
free spines [s11i11e-1—ike projections] 11osterior1y.These digita-
tions are mostly lon9' thin and 1'111b01111hea11cl produce a
junction quite diflereiit from the usual suture. In many cases
thereis an appearance such as Would result if the digitations
of the one 111ate had lain 1111011 the surface of the adjoining
p1ate When it was in a plastic condition and thus raised rounded
ridging about their ec19'es. The order of the c1i0'itations and
their size is rather 1'eg111a1'3’It was also explained that the
carapace Was very thin 011 the midline and that at a break expos-
i119' the section hack of the s1ixth 1'i11 there were thin layerings.
And it should now be added that hearing111 mind that111 the
mounted specimen the dorsal vertebrae remain articu1ated as
originally, I a111,11e1'11aps,oe11s111a111e for not havin9' the cara—
pace sawn throu’crh at the line say of the third sixthand eighth
dorsal (3-811tl“.bIIOW€Vel' this may be it 11as not done, and,
awaitinO' further specimens, the type specimen in which a11
details are certtaian 111esent must yield as its only quota of
neW fact the superficial details Indeed, were it not for the
accidental fact that back of the ninth medial element two
prepygal median elements are missing, and yet that there is
continuity of the carapace, it would likely escape 11s that two
layers of bone are present 011 the midline. At the point where
these e1e1nents have become disarticnlated one can see that the
p1e111'a1s expand broadly beneath the median plates, but we
cannot tell to what extent they replace 01' crowd the neurals,
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which are evidently small posteriorly. Immediately back of
the nuehal, however, there does not appear to be an underly—
ing neural, and one may say With certainty that all the anterior
neurals at least are very greatly reduced. his, too, equally
clear that these mere thin sheets of underlying: bones that
can be referred to nem'als, so far as they Were seen in
fracture sections, have had theirfunction taken over by 15/26

FIG. 8.

 
FIGURE 8.—Arc}mlon ischyros, x 1 /36. Ventral View of type. Compare

legend of the preceding figure. Note that all the elements of the plastron
here shown occupied their normal position as originally recovered. Only
the doubtful position of the omitted epiplastra prevents final accuracy.
Note also the great length of the plaStron; it is nearly as long as the cara-
pace. Observe the small size of the femoral notches. The rib pair passing
beneath the hyo-hypoplastral suture is the fifth.

outer dermal series, which is continuous from nuchal t0 pygal
and thus corresponds to the neural keel 0f Dermoc/eclys.

011 the nnehal itself no additional elements were observed,
but, as just stated, one may suppose from the great reduction
in thickness such may well have been present. Indeed, it is
not impossible that the posterior end of the nuehal extended
beneath the first of the median snpra-nem'al elements, and
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that as a consequence 0111' restoration is thus some ten centi—
meters too long.
Summarizing then: there a1e to be seen 011 the midline

apparently overlappino all the 11e111als and the proximal bor-
ders 0f the laminze 0f the nine 11:1i1s of normal ribs which
pass out to meet the 111a1gi11als, a series of eleven thin supr‘ -
neural elements simulating in size and outline a neural series.

These snpra--11e111als f011n a distinct median keel and are of
distinctly quadrangular outline all the way back to the eighth
and ninth Which are sl101t 011 the median line, but nearly as
bread as the others. The digitate character of the sutures
between the successive members, but more particularly of the
pleural overlap, has already been eo111111e11ted11pe11. All the
outlines are quite eXactly shown111 my original figure (refer-
ence 6, Plate VI). A dominant feature of the midline1s a nar-
10W median groove Which extends from the second to the
seventh member inclusive and is most pronounced in the sec-
ond and. fifth. In the 111id—1'egion of each neural enumerated the
groove is somewhat widened and deepened, sending out a
radially ranged series of nutrition furrows 01' striations Which
form a dominant sculpturing 0f the 111id-1'egi011 0f the cara-
pace. Some further horny 01‘ even ossified ele111ents111ay have
occupied the micl—regien of these shields. The aspect of the

a neural keel is thus seen to be different from that of any other
t111tle.
The supra-neurals 0f 147107161071, be it 110tecl,va1y distinctly

from those of Towochelys in Which the series is not contin-
nous and conesponds to a 1101111al se1ies 0f ve1teb1al 110111-
shields. .

In A710/16l0n however a leathery hicle must have been pres—
ent, With a system of heels of the usual number, as denoted '
by dermogene ossifications rather than hornshields,° these Will
be treated more fully later 011. An ossiele like the supra-
neurals 0f T0m00/16l3/8 was found by Hay accompanying
Protoste/a advena but its derivation was left in doubt.
The pleural investment of the ribs occupies only the prooxi-

111al fifth of their length. The free ends of the ribs are thus
the dominating feature of the carapace. They are very heavy,
in compensation for the light to almost paste-board thickness
of the earapacial shield. The first rib is small and more 01' less
curved and flattened. As in Pwotostega it passed well to the
front beyond the expansion ot the first pleural, and may have
s11ppO1ted either the thin posterior nuehal ala 01' posslbly some
osteoclermal element.

It is here necessary to note that the type specimen 1e111ai11ed
packed partly in the 111at1'iX,f1'0111 1898 until 191)6.Owi11g
p1i1narily, l10weve1',t0 a luekless defect in my field notes,
AM. JOUR. SCg.—FOURTH SERIES, VOL. XXVII,. No. 158.—FEBRUARY, 1909.
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which rendered a lapse of judgment easy, it was thought for
a time that the crushed coracoid 0f the specimen collected in
1902 was a heavy first rib;
As a result of this I‘nisconeeption, together with the uncer-

tainty regarding the carapace that had long existed in the
mindef every student of the Testudinata, I pul)lislied the

FIG. 9.

 
FIGURE 9.—Archelon z’schyros, x 1/36. Ventral View of the type with plastron

removed. Compare legends of the two preceding figures. Recall that as
originally collected the vertebraleolumn from the fourth cervical on was
found normally articulated and complete all the way to the smaller caudals,
a few of which were missing. ‘ Observe that the coracoicls pass all the way
back to the ectopubes. Note in the hind paddle the large size of the tibiale
and fibulare, and the pisiformoid development or functioning of the fifth
carpal.

erroneous figure of my paper of 1903.14 But why Dr. Hay has
reproduced this in 11i;~:.'volmhe,’~7 I fail to understand, as 1 spe-
cifically declared the figure to be a mistaken one several years
ago. I can only regret that the original figure of A. ischyros“
was not used, and still more deplore the fact that the labor of
preparation on the type was not sufficiently advanced to permit
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the offer to Dr. Hay of a photograph of the mounted skeleton
in time for use in his volume.
The tenth ribs verify the original and excellent figure of the

carapace in an importantdetail. 'In that figure, these ribs are
both shown as distally restored to a length indicating support
of the last marginal, were that element present. This restora—
tion is correct, the right tenth rib having since been found
complete, so that the length of the entire series is now abso—
lutely known; and it should here be emphasized that while
some of the ribs had disintegrated on one side or the other of
the carapace, there is not a pair in the succession, from the
first to the tenthinclusive, that- lacks either a right or a left
member complete to the tip.

This functional development of the tenth rib is unique in
the Theoophora. It denotes either a more primitive condition
or a restrengtheniug of this element in compensation for a
carapacial shield not only in process of reduction, but probably
also of replacement by an external dermal series corresponding
to the ‘usual Testudinate heels or lines of longitudinal develop-
ment.

T/Le Jlla-I*gz'naZs.——Tlle marginal series of A. isc/tyros, type,
is considerably restored in the figures given (Plates II—IV), but
not hypothetically so. There are present in sufficiently good
condition for the determination of all the main features, margin-
als referred to ribs extending all the way from the second to
the eighth or ninth rib. Further, the fine third marginal is
present (of. figure 5), which in Protostega (Archelon) filam/Lii
is suturally united with the fourth to sixth, the latter species
having marginals of quite the same form as in A . isc/ayros, type.
in the additional specimen of A. isolayros obtained in 1902, the
seventh (Z) marginal is also present, While the first to fourth
are positively known in Protostega 001967? (of. figure 2).
Hence, remembering the functional tenth rib, it may be defi-
nitely stated that each rib beginning with the second bore a
marginal and that the pygal marginal, the only member of the
peripheral series not recovered in any of the larger forms
of the Protostegidae (it is present in P. advena), was thin,
short, and broad, and must have had the form shown in the
restoration (Plate II).
The noteworthy and strange feature of the marginals is the

strong digitation of both the superior and inferior plates and
also of the anterior elbow formed by the outer border of the
third marginal. Were it not for the fact. that in 1’. 001965 the
junction with the second marginal is definitely shown, it would
scarcely be suspected that the true articulation of the third
marginal with the second in A. ischyms, type, takes place by
means of its long spinelike extension, Which projects upward
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and forward; for even in that portion of the outer border next
to the hu111er211 notch there are blunt spines.
Did the spines of the 11121rgi1121|s articulate With one or more

carapacial 21nd plastral rows of dermal ossifications, and thus
afford the nearest 2111pr0xi11121tion to the osteodermal mosaic of
Demnociwlys yet discovered by adding dermal ossification on 2111
the keel lines, that is the neural keel, the pleural keel, the s11 pra—

111211'gi1121], 21nd marginal
keel? I believe such to
be the case, for at least
two elements referable
to 21 similar additional
series corresponding to
the supra-pleural keel of
Dermoc/Lelys have been
recovered. Nor is it
strange that more have
not been obtained. A

i fine shark’s tooth per-
t taining to 21 scavenger

, s1ecies rehted to Lam-
FIGURE10.—A1"chel0nzschyros x11. Alarge I f ( C1 1. th ti

dermal ossicle found in connection with the ”a was 0““ “I . 1.8
plastron of the. original type, but possibly type, and clearly 111C11-
dorsal. 0, the outer View ; S, sectional view cates that all dermal 1)Or_
showing the extreme thinness of the element. - . ,
Note that the asymmetry of this element and tlons loosely affixed to
its dactylate borderindicate not only connec— Other elements 0f the
tion With other dermal elements, but the 021 rap ace 01' plastron
probablhty of the presence of entlre series of m 11st have been pecu-
such elements. - . . . .

11211'1y hable to dISEtSSOCIa-
tion. In What other than 21 s11p1a—11121rgi11211 or i11f121-111a1gi11211
position is it possible to place the thin and distinctly asym-
111et1ic211 element shown in figure 10? It represents an
integral part either of the carapace or of the plastron. Further,
the likewise unique element shown in connection .With the
.111211‘gi11211 in figure 11 (32111 not be interpreted as in other
than21 natural position. From the fact that it is digitate 2111
around and sliohtly 21195 111111etr1o1] it may be inferred that 21
series of such elements lay inside of,2111d articulated With the
superim b01de1s of the 111211011112118, :11ter11211'i110 quite reoularly
With t11e111111 about 21 double 1111111ber,21nd that beyond this
space 21. second much thinner supr—a111211'gi11211 series W218 present.
The space between the latter and the midline of the cam-
pace, where, 215 has been already seen, the presence of 21111edi2111
row of s11 111121—1'1e11ral or in part osteodern'ml elements is demon-
strated, 1112131 or may not have been continuously occupied by
ossifications. I11 any event, there are the seven dorsal heels,
213 in Dermoc/Ielys. 011 the plastral side, direct evidence of

FIG. 10.
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dermal elements is lacking, although an agreement With the
five plastral heels of the leatherback may be conjectured.

The Plastron (figure 8).—The nearly perfect plastron 0f the
type has suffered somewhat during collection, by its removal
from an exceedingly hard marl matrix into which the numer-
ous and Often interlocking spines of the mid-plastral region
penetrated. Nevertheless, as finally mounted, the plastron
may be said to be in splendid condition. . All the central

FIG. 11.

 
FIGURE 11.—Archelon ischyros. Left eighth 01' ninth marginal as found

in conjunction With an additional element in a supra-marginal position.
Shown 1/; natural size. If the anomalous element is not a supra—marginal
it must be referred to the supra-neural series just anterior to the pygal. A.
slight asymmetry does not prevent, although it makes such a position less
probable. It is easier to consider this element as having been found in a
natural position, and as perforce thus accounting for the supra-marginal
keel of the carapace 0f Dermochelys.

portions of the large plates are present, With most of the spines,
so that neither their size, form, length, or number, is ever in
doubt.' More important still, all the elements are but little
crushed and, save the epiplastra, are present in their normally
articulated position, just as they were figured'in 1898.9 In
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commenting on this figure, Dr. Hay states that a length of
2100 millimeters is thus indicated for the plastron, making it
larger than the carapace, which he considers impossible.
Neglecting my measurement of the plastron, which was given
as 2000+ millimeters, as well as the fact that the entoplastron
is very plainly shown a little anterior to its true position, he
also fails to note that the exact length of the carapace with
the nuchal in position had not been determined by anyone.
His first premise is therefore unfounded and his conclusion a
pure assumption. '
The important point, however, is that in the restoration,

where the length of both carapace and plastron is definitely
determined, the two are found to be nearly equal. In the
dorsal View, the plastron appears a little shorter than the cara—
pace, while in the ventral View, the enormous expanse of the
plastronfgreater by far than in Protostega 00])6i and greater
than in any other sea—turtle, entirely cuts out the carapace.
Archelon ziscltyms was certainly a very singular marine form ;
with its enormous size, huge plastron,‘and small femoral notch
set far back, it had need of the great humerus, which by reason
of form and musculature represents a powerful sea—type.
The unique T-shaped entoplwstmn of the Protostegidae has

had an interesting history. First called a nuehal by Hay in a
Kansas specimen, it was left for VVieland‘L to determine con—
clusively and figure both these elements in A. ichyros, although
there was uncertainty whether epiplastra were present at all.
For reasons that now appear trivial, being merely an imper-
fectly indicated condition of overlap seen in the field, the excel-
lent point of View developed in the paper just mentioned was
abandoned for a time.”
Meanwhile the specimen of 1902 was obtained and was

found to include still another puzzling bone,-—the element
that must be regarded as an anomalous epiplastron; and still
later the fine type of Protostega Oopez', here described, was
discovered by Sternberg and acquired for the Yale collections.
Thus was I enabled to determine finally that the nuchal and
entoplastron noted in the paper of 18988 were truly such.
This correction appeared in the Annals of the Carnegie
Museum of Pittsburg for 1906.” i
That scarcely one of the naturalists interested in the Pro—

tostegidée escaped from wrong conclusions as to the nuchal and
'entoplastron, is after all not surprising. Both elements are of
a form not before observed, this being especially true of the
entoplastron, which except in P. potens Hay shows noindioa—
tion of any ordinary type of epiplastral superposition or
junction.
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The epiplastra are doubtless of the form shown in figure 12.
Referring to my first description, however, Dr. Hay thinks
that the element figured must be the right, not the left
member; superposition would therefore not be of the out—
turned Trionyohoid type that I have supposed. Dr. Hay saw
this element soon after it was collected, and is consequently in
a position to judge; nevertheless I think he errs and that the
explanation of his opposite opinion is the condition he has
observed in the entoplastron of P. pawns. Moreover, I am
not sure that he has correctly determined the hyo- and hypo-
plastra in that turtle, for the elements he figures as Xiphiplastra

FIG. 12.
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FIGURE 12.‘——Archelon ischyros. Left epiplastron, x i. ' Ectal view on

the right below and ental View on the left. 011 the right above, the ante-
rior, and on the left, the posterior edge Views of the recovered portion are
shown. (There is no doubt that the restoration of the thin daetylate end is
fairly accurate both as to form and size,) This element was not present in
the original type, having only been observed once in all the history of the
Protostegidae.

I should certainly have called hyoplastra. In either case,
however, P. pawns, the type of which Dr. Bay was kind
enough to show us, is a quite dififerent turtle from any of the
foregoing, and the evidence it afiiords as to the form of the
epiplastra is only negative and quite uncertain. It seems
much better to accept the positive evidence at hand, which is
to the effect that if the. element figured is the true epiplastron,
it projected beyond the anterior border of the entoplastron and
was borne on it quite as in Trionyohids. But rather than risk
finality in error, it has not been given a place in the restored
type of A. ischyros.
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The lmyo- and laypoplasmna exhibit 110 very unusual features,
except a great number of peripheral spines. The curved or
somewhat boo111e1a11g--s11aped wep/ulplastra are of oou1se more
primitive than are the long and straight forms common to the
Cheloniid‘ae.

' That the plast1a1fonta11e11es appear to be of less a1ea than
is shown111 figiues of Pmtostegw, is due more to the fact that
the plastron under eonsmler1tio11 is the best and most complete
exam11le known111 the P1otostemdae than to any marked vari-
ance in proportions. The plastral resemblance in Protostega
and Amhelon is very st1111111 in View of other differences
separating these genera. ‘

T/ze Shoulder Girdle a71d11[a7ms.—The marked feature of
the hucre shoulder girdle is the 111oiection of the coraeoid all
the way back to the 1111bis,a feature also p1esent in Protostega
and common to the existing Eei71100/16Zy/8.The most chame—
teristic element in the shoulder oirdle of Archelon is the
humerus because of its' distinctly thalassie type.
The testimony as to the mganization of the 111a1111s is reeason—

ably complete and aside from minor diiierences exhibits general
agreement With that of Protostega. The centrale in the latter
is, for i11sta11ee,111ore distinctly angled. While all the carpal
elements of either a right or a left flipper ale 111ese11t,only the
principal bones of the earpns have been found in position or
approximately so.1t is only in the left flipper that bones
from another specimen have been introduced namely, carpa1e
I, the inte1n1ediun1,a11d the pisiform, which fortunately were
found together in this s11pple111entary specimen. The only
element111 doubt was the eentlale, but this seems to have been
of a munder form than111 Protoslega.

' Of the metacarpals and phalanges, the majority are present
and the propmtions of the fingers are essentially those adopted
in the iestoration, although When a specimen is once found With
these elements111 place, as in the case of the Pittsbtug Museum
specimen, some slight modification of the present restoration
may prove necessary.
The important anatomical features of the front flipper then

are: (a) Ameement With Pmtostega, (1)) general agreement
With the OhelOniidze, the eentrale exhibiting strong contact
With metaeaipal I,i11stead of exclusion from contact With this
element by junction of the interinedinm and earpale II;
(c) the comparatively slight modification and elongation of the
phalanges for pelagic life as contrasted With the much
modified thalassie 111111.1er11s Although the latter is thus 111-1od
ified, it lacks 11111011 of the strength exhibited by the paratha-
lassie Dermoehelan 1111111er11s;for While the radial crest has
shiited toward the middle region of the shaft, it has failed to
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retain a st10119: pedestal affmding' a powerful and fi1111 type of
muscular inserti011. (All1011sly enough, the eallier N10b1a1a
Protostega, was betterp10v1ded111 this respect, since its radial
(31est t01111s a distinct ala nearly as prominent as that seen in
Dermoc/zelys.

This failure of Archelon to develop 01' retain, as the case may
be, a prominent 01est with st1011ge1type of radial musculature
may indeed indicate a certain failure to pl0g1ess in S11i111n1i110'
power and111 resultant ability to follow the s0utl1wa1d 1"et1eat
0f the 0'1eat cent1al Pierre sea. In fact, it was at just about
this period of culmination111 size of the P10t0ste0'1d2e that the
Dennochelan line more successfully accomplished such a
change, as shown by the Eocene Psep/zop/zm'us, a turtle nearly
approaching Arc/zeZmz in size and having a strongly pronounced
and very low-set radial crest. It is 011 such grounds, as much
as by the possible destruction of the eggs of the young by
marine 01' even by newly evolved 111a1111nalia11 enemies, that suffi-
cient cause is surmised for the extinction of these most gigantic
Of all marine Testudinates.

T/te Pelvic Gwdle and P68 (ficrure 9)—Tl1e very perfect
and 111101ushed pelvis 0f the type was accompanied by the left
femur, tibia, fibula, ta1sals and nea11y all the 111etata1'.sals On
the right side, the femur is also present, with the proximal two-
thirds of both tibia and fibula, which end in obliquely bitten
0E but healed surfaces. Both the femur and those mutilated
elements are lighter and Several centimeters shorter than the
(301'1esponding1 bones of the left side. In sl101't,the evidence
is conclusive and unmistakable that this animal had its 1ight
flipper bitten off when still young, and that as a result of this
11]]111y the remaining pO1t1011 0f the flipper was 11101e 01' less
arrested in growth by disuse. Such accidents are 110w and then
noted in fossils. The type of Dmmocyon 00mm shows a biohen
lower jaw, subsequently reknitted, which was doubtless received
in some laid on the y0u110' 0f P’aZceosyops 11h11e a large per-
centage of existing marine t111tles have had their flippers more
01 less mutilated by predaceous fishes and sharks.

I need 1101 remind those familiar with the Testudinate 0ste01—
ogy that the tarsal region of the sea-turtles is decidedly more
va1iable in its 01ganization than is the 0a1pal 1'.egi0n Owing
to this cause and t0 the failure to identify the excellently 00n-
se1ved ta1sals with those of the crushed elements of Protostega
gigas, it has not proved possible to 01ie11t the tarsals except in
the most p10Visi0na1 111a1111'e1.They are all free and heavy
bones, and there is little doubt that all were present 011 the left
side, however difiieult and uncertain exact orientation may be.
The metatarsals-are more readily recognizable, the fifth be-

ing much flattened and highly characteristic. Its distal half
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is largest, not smallest as in Protostega 9939018. In closing this
brief description of the flippers of A. isc/Lyms, type, it should
be e111pl1asized that While thele is 111a111ed resemblance to
Protostega, it is 0111ytthe resemblance of members of the same
family, and that the chief variation is in the hu111e111s and the
pes. [The other region of marked variation is 011 the neural
line ; the erania do not differ greatly]
The more important measurements of Amhelon isc/zyms,

type, are as follows :—

[Weight of humerus, exactly 75 pounds : 34 kilograms]
Length of cranium from beak t0 occipital condyle 60'cm

“ four distal cervicals (estimated)--1 - . _- 35'
“ four proximal eervicals (present) ...... 33'
“ ten dorsal centra measured on the ven~

tral face ___________________________ 125'
“ two sacral vertebrae __________________ 9'5
“ eighteen. caudal centra (estimated; only

a few of the more distal members are
absent)-_-- .--- ---- -.._- -----_--_ -_-. 67" j:

 

Total absolute length from beak to tip of tail,
from measurements on ventral face of centra 329'5

(The comesponding total exterior measurement is not so
acemately obtained,bei11g slightly affected by pressure, but
must have been 3'4m_-—11 feet. ) -

Length of 111st d01sal centrum _______________ 8":In
second “ _______________ 15

“ thiid “ “ _______________ 16'5
“ fourth “ “ ............... 16'5
“‘ fifth “ “ ___-_-___--_--_ 16'5
“ sixth “ “ _______________ 14'5
“ seventh “ “ ............... 14'
“ eighth “ “ -1 _____________ 10'
“ ninth “ “ --_.__-------_- 7°
(C tenth H (E __-______-_-_-_ 6.

Total length of ten dorsal eentra .......... 124'0

Length of filst sacral centrum - - _ -_ - _ - _ . - . - - . 5'
second “ “ . _______________ 4'5

“ first caudal “ ............ .. _ - . 4'5
“ second “ “ ........... - - - - 4'5
“ third “ “ ................. 4'5
“ fourth “ “ ________________ 4'0
CC fifth (C (C __-_-_—‘-_-___-_ 4-0

“ sixth “ “ ________________ 3'0
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Campace :—

Greatest length on median line over slight curv-
ature, asp mounted _______________________ 2'00m

,Greatest absolute length-__- _- -___ - --- --_- _ -_ 1'93
Greatest width over partial. curvature, as mounted 2'18
Width over curvature of second pair of ribs - _ - _ 2'10

Plash'on :—

Absolute length on median line ............... 1'87m
Width 011 line drawn across the humeral notches 1'83
Greatest Width of hyo-hypoplastral fentanelle

(that at hyo-hypoplastral suture) - - - - - . - . - _ '87
Distance between humeral and femoral notches 1'15

Comparative measurements of the right and left femora, tibiae,
and fibulee, showing the check on growth due to the Ides of
the right foot.

Famora :—
Right Left

Extreme length ______________________ 43'5cm 49'cm
"‘ distal width ................. 200 22'

Least antero-posterior thickness of shaft 7'2 9'

Tibia; .' * —

GreateSt proximal thickness ............ 13'3 15'0

Fibula; .'—-.
' Right Left

Greatest proximate thickness ............ 7 '2‘“ 8'3cm

Flippers:—

Distance between glenoid cavities ........ 58'icm
Extreme length of front flipper outstretched

in a straight line (measure from glenoid
cavity), _-_---_------..-_.---__---_-- 200'j;

Extreme length from tip to tip of fully
outstretched front flippers ___________ 458'j;

Distance between acetabular foramina- __ 28'
Extreme length of fully outstretched hind

flipper ____________________________ 138'j—_
Extreme length from tip to tip of fully

outstretched hind flippers ___________ 3045i—

A few comparative measurements of Prozfostega and Amlo-
elon, clearly showing the differences in proportion to be
expected in different genera, are the following :—
*The distal ends of right tibia and fibula, are cut away by a clean shearing

bite ; hence the measurements of the left side are the normal ones.
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A. ischyros (type) P. gigas (cotype)*

Ext1e1ne length of 001aeoid- . - -- 75'0‘“ ............. 40'0’“
P1H0001aco-scapula1'length ______ 66' ............ 30'
Median line to tip of second

lib - .-_--__---._-_._-._100' ............ 56'
Extreme length of humerus- _-_. 60' ............ 34'
Length of ten dorsal ce11t1'a--_- 127'j; ........... 68'
Extreme length of femur ....... 49' ............ 27'

“ “ “ tibia,__-_-_-_33- ________ _,---20-
“ “ “fibula _______ 8]' __---.,__-__-20'5
“ “ “ radius _______ 30' ____________ 20'
“ .“ “1111121 .-___-_.35' ____________ 17'

00720111021719 Remarks.

Not only will future field work 1evea1 new members of the
P10t0ste0'1d21e 0f the g1eatest 111te1est but quite 2111 the skeletal
featuies 110w in doubt 111 11st ee1ta1111y be clea11y 0bse1ved as one
specimen after a110the1 is eo]1eetec1.I11deedit can be freely
p1edicted that but ave1y few yea1s will be 1"equi1ec1 t0 accumu-
late the matei1a] de111a11ding 21 second 1evisio11.
Meantime it must be 1eft to such f111"t11e1 discovery to deter-

mine, among various other features, what the exact condition
of the neural line of P7'0t08tega g'igas really is, and whether
this species and 1). 00/9673 (10 not really belong- to separate
genera; for there is a distinct suspicion that the species of
Protostegidse already known may 1'ea1ly include a third genus.
Evidently the marked difference in the structure of the cara-
pacial midline between Am/zelon and Protostega 00/9673 indi-
cates 21 condition p10111isi11g V2111at1011s 0f the most st111(111g and
i11te1esting 011a1",acte1 to say nothing of the possibility of V2111ety
in the dermogene elements 011 the1i11es ot the kee1s. These
should ve1y belea11y be named in both De7'71100/16l3/8 and
other t111t1es the 11e111'211,ple111',211 s11p1a-111a10'111211a11d marginal
keels above,a11d the inf1'a-ma1gi11a1,11y0-l1ypoph1st1a1 and the
11et11e1'n1edi2111 01 epi-x1pl11plast1211 kee1s below.

It is not plesumable that there is any doubt as to the pres-
ence of b1'021d ovenei10 distinctions between Prolostega gigas and
Am]1el071,a1tl10ucrh the 111ic11i11e of these two f011ns may prove
to be much more nearly similar than we 110w suppose. ItIs,
however, 21 very striking- fact that Protostega ()0039673 and P.
(ch/Lelon) 11121778717373 are both so 11111011 more 11ea11y 1101111a1111
their carapacial structure than is Archelon. This is to say,
1101111211 when we have i11111i11d the great majority of turtles
with 1101111211 11e111'211ia such as the early Pretostegids are shown
to have. One 111ighti11deed suspect it possible from the strong

*This is the splendid specimen, No. 1421, of the Carnegie Museum,
Pittsburg.
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functional value 01 the epineurals Of 117°07L61072; that there ale
turtles in Which following elimination of a true 11e111'a1 series,
an overlying de11110ge11e series like that of Archdan has
dropped down into the neural positien once more.
The p0ssibi1it37 of such cycles is,110weve1', 01113'11i11ted at.

Taking the evidence at its face va111e,t11e i11ip01'ta11t point is
that Archelon, Without having lost the power to develop an
0ssie111a1 series, 01' perhaps'111 spite of having retained such a
se1'ies,011ee had a closed carapace and plastron like that 01'
modei'n turtles. Mo1'eove1',t11e earlier Niobrara Protostegas
include the primitive 101111s like 10.601967; and doubtless DP.
advena with we11-deve10ped 11e111'als,a11d, With far less of 0'ste0-
(1e1'111a1 development than in the later 14107167071.

It is thus seen that 01' the two camps Which have attacked
the difheult and highly attractive problem of the origin 01
De7'moc/ml/st110se fav01111o' the view 01' a close relationship t0
other turtles and a 00111pa1'ative137 ieeent origin have rather the
best 01' the a1'0'11111e11t. We have had 011 the one side Cope, the
ea11ie1' D0110, and Hay advocating an ancient and remote 0110111
01 De7'772007LeZ2/8,' While 011 theb',0the1' Ba111', the later D0110,
and VVieland have believed D6mn10072elJ8 a highly speeializeci
descendant of t111e t111tles, and hence of modem 01' relatively
recent derivation. That the latter of these hypotheses more
nearly expresses the final truth is now evide11t;t11011ghb0th
contain elements of truth, and are by 110111ea11s s0 1'e1110te as
they at 111st sight appea1ed to be.

T1111s,j11st as D0110 deserted the one camp for the 0the1',s0
Bay has 0'1a1111a113 developed,110t t0 sa371110di1ied,his premises
to a pointWhere they adjoin 0111011711. While not absolutely
closed, -'t11e1e1'01e, and still 1a011i110' the test111101137 01 111a113 101'111s
yet sure to be diseove1ed, this famous eo11tr0ve1'S3 01' the bi010—
gist as to the origin 01' the “1eat'11e1bael1”is DOW 11ea1'137 elimi-
nated. N01 is it too much tossay that it has proved quite as
fruitful t111'0no'11011t as the b10ade1b11t scarcely more 111011tab1e
question 01 the 01'iOi11 01' the Testudinata.
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All'l‘ht'lU/I I'xw/q/I‘os \Yik‘lzllld,—Ph\tlllf_§1‘él1)h of dorm] vimv hf the type as muumerl in the Yale-
University Museum. (Cunlpzn‘e with tht figure 7.71‘119 right flipper was bitten away just
21110th the heel early in lifv by mmv predncenns Humny, E'ifhel‘ a shark. 21‘ fish my a. muszxsm'lr.)
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Archelon, I'M]: 1/1-03 \Vieland.—Photogrnph of (ventral view of the type as now on exhibition in

the Yale University Museum. (Of. text figure 8, and compare with the preceding plate.)
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Arvlze/on [sclzy/rhs Wielnml~letogmph hf lateral VieW of the type as now

mounted in the Yale UniveLity Musemu. [Plastmn in approximate position]
 


